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A Sleeve-based, Micromotion Avoiding,
Retractable and Tear-opening (SMART)
Insertion Tool for Cochlear Implantation

Philipp Aebischer, Stefan Weder, Georgios Mantokoudis, Mattheus Vischer,
Marco Caversaccio, Wilhelm Wimmer

Abstract— Objective: In classical cochlear implantation,
the insertion of the electrode array is strongly affected
by the local anatomy and human kinematics. Herein, we
present a concept for an insertion tool that allows to opti-
mize the insertion trajectory beyond anatomical constraints
and stabilizes the electrode array in manual implantation. A
novel sleeve-based design allows the instrument to be com-
pliant and potentially protective to intracochlear structures,
while a tear-open mechanism allows it to be removed after
insertion by simply retracting the tool. Methods: Conven-
tional and tool-guided manual insertions were performed
by expert cochlear implant surgeons in an analog temporal
bone model that allows to simultaneously record intracoch-
lear pressure, insertion forces and electrode array defor-
mation. Results: Comparison between conventional and
tool-guided insertions demonstrate a substantial reduction
of maximum insertion forces, force variations, transverse
intracochlear electrode array movement, and pressure tran-
sients. Conclusion: The presented tool can be utilized in
manual cochlear implantation and significantly improves
key metrics associated with intracochlear trauma. Signifi-
cance: The instrument may ultimately help improve hearing
outcomes in cochlear implantation. The versatile design
may be used in both manual cochlear implantation and
motorized and robotic insertion, as well as image-guided
surgery.

Index Terms— cochlear implant, insertion tool, surgical
tool

I. INTRODUCTION

Scalar translocation of cochlear implant electrode arrays
(EAs) is regularly observed in postsurgical medical imaging
[1], and more subtle traumatic events, such as fracture of the
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osseous spiral lamina, damage to the modiolus and elevation or
rupture of the basilar membrane—even if hard to attest in clin-
ical cases—are documented well in cadaveric experiments [2],
[3]. These injuries potentially entail the formation of fibrotic
tissue and new bone growth, disrupt normal cochlear function
by impeding cochlear homeostasis and may ultimately lead to
reduced electrical and acoustic hearing performance [4], [5].
With the importance of this surgical step widely recognized,
surgical recommendations have been developed that are pop-
ularly referred to as the soft-surgery approach [6]. However,
aside from these sensible measures for the gentle handling of
the EA, little has changed since the early days of cochlear
implantation.

In this work, we introduce a concept for improved guiding
of an EA in cochlear implantation, based on a removable,
redirecting sleeve.

II. RATIONALE

Insertions parallel to the basal portion of the cochlea
cause lower forces and reduce intracochlear trauma [3], [7].
Several image-guided approaches were proposed to indicate
optimal trajectories [8]–[11]. Unfortunately, parallel access
to the scala tympani is rarely possible due to anatomical
restrictions posed by the facial nerve and cochlear hook region
[12]. Current concepts mainly seek to mitigate intracochlear
trauma by passively guiding the array and motorizing the
insertion process [13]–[16], thereby precluding tremor. There
is debate, however, whether complex robotic solutions will
gain widespread adoption [17], [18].

Herein, we present a concept for a surgical tool for manual
cochlear implant EA insertions. The tool has a curved redi-
recting sleeve that guides the EA through the round window
and protrudes slightly into the cochlear lumen. This enables
the insertion trajectory to be optimized beyond anatomical
constraints. Our design features two key characteristics that
make it potentially atraumatic and easily removable.

First, the sleeve obtains stiffness only through the interaction
with an enclosed EA, analogous to an inflatable structure.
During placement, the sleeve is empty, allowing it to deform if
necessary, thus giving way to encountered forces. However, an
EA guided through the sleeve displaces the wrinkles, forcing it
to adapt to the sleeve’s original shape. Since the EA prevents
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Fig. 1. a) Cut through the basal plane of a cochlea with the redirecting
sleeve (blue) placed. b) Steps 1–4: After electrode array insertion, the
sleeve is removed by retraction, which causes a tear to propagate along
its length until it is fully opened.

Fig. 2. Prototype of the electrode guide comprised of a grip (A), fixation
plate (B), guide rail (C) and redirecting sleeve (D). The electrode guide
is secured in place by a mounting base, together forming the insertion
tool.

kinking, the sleeve is only subjected to tensile loads, which
even very thin plastic films can handle. The potential for
redirection thus stems not from inherent stiffness, allowing
the empty sleeve to be less stiff than the EA it redirects. This
potentially limits intracochlear injury from placing the tool.

Second, the sleeve can easily be retracted with the EA held
in place. This is achieved with a small cut in the distal portion
(relative to the cochlea) of the sleeve: upon retraction, the cut
propagates along the length of the sleeve and the structure
opens step by step, until free to be removed. A sequence
illustrating this process is shown in Figure 1.

III. METHODS

The aim of the present study is to compare the insertion
forces, intracochlear pressure, and insertion mechanics be-
tween a newly developed insertion tool and the conventional
surgical procedure during the insertion of EAs into a temporal
bone model.

Regular insertions, which were performed in the same way
as in clinical practice, are hereafter referred to as “conven-
tional”, while insertions assisted by the insertion tool are
referred to as “tool-guided”.

Fig. 3. a) The mounting base (A) is equipped with a switchable magnet
(B) and anchored in the mastoidectomy (C) of the temporal bone model.
b) After placement using the handle (D), the electrode guide is attached
to the switchable magnet by a plate (E). A guide rail (F) leads through the
facial recess and the tip of the redirecting sleeve is positioned through
the round window.

A. Study Protocol

Sixty-six insertions were performed in equal numbers by
three expert otologists which regularly conduct cochlear im-
plantations at our institution, and the first author.

Conventional insertions were performed under surgical mi-
croscope view (M525, Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar,
Germany), with conventional surgical tools provided. The
surgeons were instructed to insert the electrode atraumatically,
following the procedure of an implantation with residual
hearing according to the soft surgery protocol [19]. They were
otherwise free to use their preferred insertion technique.

Tool-guided insertions were undertaken under endoscopic
view, using a digital endoscope (MD-V1000LH-120, MISUMI
Electronics Corp., New Taipei City, Taiwan) mounted at the
superior border of the facial recess. The surgeons received a
rundown on the insertion procedure and were provided with
the tool correctly installed. No training runs were performed.
The implant was grabbed at the extracochlear portion and the
guide rail was irrigated, allowing surface tension to cause the
EA to adhere. The implant was slowly pushed into the scala
tympani, and without releasing the forceps, the magnetic fixa-
tion was opened and the electrode guide retracted. Procedural
steps of the workflow for both conventional and tool-guided
insertions are shown in Figure 4.

B. Insertion Tool

The insertion tool consists of a mounting base (Figure 3 a))
and an electrode guide (Figure 2). The former is anchored in
the mastoidectomy and is used to secure the electrode guide.
The electrode guide includes a guide rail and a redirecting
sleeve attached to its tip and is used to guide the EA into
the cochlea and optimize its path through the cochlear hook
region. The assembled tool is shown in Figure 3 b).

1) Redirecting Sleeve: The sleeve reproduces the thickness
profile of the basal part of the EA. The distal portion (with
respect to the cochlea) has a diameter of 1.3mm, and is
designed to be placed within the round window niche. The
proximal portion has a diameter of 0.8mm, length of 2.5mm
and is inserted through the round window. Both ends are
curved in opposite directions, resembling an S-shape. While
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Fig. 4. a) Surgical microscope view of the mastoidectomy illustrating a conventional insertion. A: Use of forceps to place the electrode array (EA)
tip at the round window. B & C: Use of forceps and surgical claw for stabilization of the EA. D: Fully inserted EA. Note that this example is not
representative of all insertions, as surgical technique varied among surgeons. b) Endoscopic view through the facial recess illustrating the usage
of the insertion tool: E: Placement of the redirecting sleeve through the round window. F: Electrode guide placed and secured. G: EA is inserted
along the guide rail into the cochlea. H: The fully inserted EA is stabilized with forceps near the facial recess and the electrode guide retracted for
removal. I: Fully inserted EA with tool removed. Note that the EAs are colored black to improve tracking.

Fig. 5. Production steps of the redirecting sleeve. A HD-PE tube (A) is
stretched (C) on a steel blank (B), sandwiched between an acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS) inner core and heat shrink tubing (D, E, F),
deformed under heat (G) and cut to length (E).

the extracochlear portion is comparably stable, the intracoch-
lear portion is designed as thin as possible, minimizing its
potential to traumatize intracochlear structures.

The individual production steps are shown in Figure 5. First,
high-density polyethylene (HD-PE) tubes with a diameter of
1.3mm were stretched on a stepped steel blank corresponding
to the targeted thickness profile. This steel blank consists of
two tubes with a diameter of 1.3mm that slide on a central
steel rod (diameter 0.8mm). The HD-PE tubes are clamped
onto the outer tubes and stretched outwards. The elongation

causes the film to thin out and adapt to the smaller diameter
of the central rod. As a wanted side effect, the stretch-induced
anisotropic orientation of the polyethylene chains leads to a
reduction in tear resistance along the long axis of the sleeve,
facilitating the longitudinal propagation of the opening cut.
The straight sleeves were sandwiched between an acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene (ABS) inner core and heat shrink tubing,
heated, and bent to the final shape on a jig. The sleeves were
removed from the ABS core, cut to length and glued onto
the tip of a guide rail. Lastly, a small cut was made in the
distal, thicker portion of the sleeve to start the tearing upon
retraction.

A support structure comprising a soft polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) tube was inserted into the distal and middle (but not the
intracochlear) portion of the redirecting sleeve during the tool
placement. This structure prevents a collapse at the location
of the cochlear entry and ensures that, after its removal, the
EA can pass through.

2) Mounting Base: The redirecting sleeve was connected to
a concave guide rail, together forming the electrode guide.
A photograph of the instrument is shown in Figure 2. For
the present study, the electrode guide was held in place by a
mounting base anchored in the mastoidectomy. The mounting
base and electrode guide mate through a switchable magnet,
which allows to easily attach and release the electrode guide by
rotating a lever by 90°. Figure 3 b) shows the mounting base
mounted to the temporal bone model with the electrode guide
attached. It should be noted that many alternative mounting
mechanisms are conceivable, and that we did not attempt to
evaluate the mounting mechanism in this study.

C. Experimental Setup
1) Temporal Bone Model: A 3D-printed temporal bone

model including a mastoidectomy, posterior tympanotomy,
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Fig. 6. a) Measurement setup consisting of a temporal bone model
(A) with mastoidectomy and implant bed, load cell (B) measuring force
along the direction of insertion and microscope with illumination (C)
orthogonal to the basal plane of the cochlea. The orientation of the
model corresponds to a regular surgical setting [7]. b) Extracted load cell
with mounted scala tympani model (D). A pressure sensor is positioned
at the cochlear apex (hidden behind the model).

cochlear promontory and round window niche was used. The
experimental setup is shown in Figure 6. Within the model,
an exchangeable, fully mechanically decoupled scala tympani
model is placed to enable the reproducible measurement of
insertion forces. The scala tympani model was described
previously in full detail [20]. It is a clear epoxy cast of a
three-dimensional scala tympani with accurate macro-anatomy
obtained from micro computed-tomography images, and re-
produces in-vivo frictional properties with use of a hydrophilic
polymer brush coating. A thin, flexible film (stretched Parafilm
“M” laboratory film, Bemis Compani, Inc, USA) with a
punched hole (radius 0.25mm) was placed at the entrance
of the scala tympani model to mimic the soft tissue of the
round window membrane. The film was verified to produce
no measurable resistance during insertion of the EA and was
replaced after each iteration.

2) Cochlear Implant Model: Dummy EAs were glued to the
electrode lead of a cochlear implant body (Synchrony, MED-
EL GmbH, Innsbruck, Austria). The method for producing
the dummy arrays was previously specified [20]. They mirror
the geometry and mechanical stiffness of the Flex28 electrode
array (MED-EL), which was chosen because it is the most
implanted type at our institution. In total, sixteen dummy EAs
were produced and used in this study, each inserted three to
five times.

3) Data Recording and Processing: Data recording and
processing in the same experimental setup was also de-
scribed previously [7]. All measurements were recorded time-
synchronously on the same system. Forces were recorded with
a load cell (KD78, ME Meßsysteme GmbH, Hennigsdorf,
Germany and HX711 load cell amplifier, SparkFun Electron-
ics, Niwot, USA) oriented along the long axis of the scala
tympani model, defined by the line within the basal plane
of the cochlea connecting the modiolus with the center of
the round window. This axis corresponds to the direction of
insertion, and allows to capture the majority of the emerging
forces [21], [22]. Intracochlear pressure was recorded with
a microelectromechanical (MEMS) pressure sensor (MS5837-
02BA, Measurement Specialties, Inc,̇ Hampton, USA) attached
to the apex of the model. The centerline of the EA was
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Fig. 7. Force and force variation as running median (solid line),
interquartile range (shaded area) and 5th to 95th percentile (lighter area).
Left column shows data for conventional insertions, right column tool-
guided insertions.

automatically extracted from the video stream of a digital
microscope. The angular insertion depth was defined as the
azimuth coordinate of the electrode tip and linear insertion
depth as the length of the electrode centerline starting at
the round window. The insertion work was computed as the
integral of the force over the linear insertion depth. Pressure
peaks were defined as peaks with a prominence larger than
10Pa.

IV. RESULTS

A. Insertion Force and Work
The force progression during insertion is shown in the upper

row of Figure 7, grouped by the insertion method. The median
insertion forces were similar for the conventional and tool-
guided approaches, but there was a tendency for forces to
increase more slowly with tool-guided insertion through the
apical cochlear turn (28mN per turn compared to 32mN per
turn).

More prominently, conventional insertions caused signifi-
cantly higher force variation, in particular during the final
phase of the insertion. The corresponding values are shown
in the bottom row of Figure 7. Large variations consequently
led to significantly higher maximal forces, with the 95th

percentile of observed forces reaching 55mN for conventional
and 33mN for tool-guided insertions.

The distribution of insertion work is shown in Figure 8.
Work is significantly lower for tool-guided insertions (me-
dian and interquartile range 119 µJ (94 µJ to 170 µJ) and
152 µJ (125 µJ to 176 µJ), respectively). Three insertions were
excluded from the group of tool-guided insertions for this
analysis because they did not reach an insertion depth of
495° (the issue of lower insertion depths for some tool-guided
insertions is addressed in section section V-A).

B. Transverse Electrode Movement and Intracochlear
Pressure

Tool-guided insertions were accompanied by substantially
lower transverse electrode movement inside the first half turn
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conventional insertions.

of the scala tympani. The corresponding data is summarized
in Figure 9. During the second stage of the insertion, basal
movements were roughly a factor of 6 smaller for the tool-
guided insertions compared to the conventional approach.

Furthermore, the tool-guided insertions showed substan-
tially reduced pressure variations. A breakdown of pressure
transients is presented in Figure 10. The pressure peaks in
conventional insertions were comparable to values measured
in cadaveric implantations [23], while tool-guided insertions
showed a reduction of pressure peaks by approximately 29 dB.

C. Tool Retraction

In three cases, the sleeve did not open correctly, leading
to retraction of the EA. Except for those failed removals, the
EA did not move or slightly increased in insertion depth with
an average angular change of 5° ± 12° (mean ± standard
deviation).
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Fig. 10. Left: Pressure peaks as a function of angular insertion depth,
grouped by conventional (top) and tool-guided (bottom) insertions. Disk
size corresponds to peak height. Right: Histogram showing the distri-
bution of pressure peaks, also grouped by conventional (top) and tool-
guided (bottom) insertions.

Pressure values during the retraction are also included
in Figure 10. Maximal forces occurring upon retraction did
not differ significantly from maximal forces during insertion
(p=0.15). The same holds true for the observed pressure
peaks (p=0.08).

V. DISCUSSION

The insertion tool proved to considerably stabilize the
EA during the insertion. This is expressed in a substantial
reduction in transverse movement of the EA, consistently
accompanied by a substantial reduction in force peak values
and intracochlear pressure peaks.

In a regular anatomy, the EA assumes an S-shaped config-
uration through the hook region of the cochlea. The round
window is angled with respect to the basal portion of the
scala tympani [22], and consequently, a straight EA will first
approximate or even contact the modiolus and subsequently
transverse to the lateral wall.

When tremor causes the EA to slightly retract or advance,
the movement is not rigidly coupled to the tip because some
motion is absorbed through elastic deformation within the
S-shaped portion. This causes transverse movement of the
EA as well as increased longitudinal forces, which likely are
detrimental to the intracochlear structures. Transverse motion
can impose additional stress on the modiolus and the first
contact point with the lateral wall through constant alteration
of applied force and its release. This fits with observations of
osseous spiral lamina fractures most often occurring around
25° and injury to the basilar membrane within the first 180°,
where also buckling was observed [13], [22], [24]. Further-
more, the displacement of perilymph may lead to fluid flow
that induces local hydraulic trauma and pressure waves that
propagate along the cochlea, potentially causing acoustic insult
to the hearing organ [25], [26].

Therefore, we hypothesize that reducing intracochlear elec-
trode movement can help to minimize intracochlear trauma.
The insertion tool presented here effectively minimizes in-
tracochlear movements and the associated force peaks and
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pressure transients. The reduction in maximum forces may
potentially help to reduce fractures of the osseous spiral lamina
and rupturing of the basilar membrane, which is known to
occur regularly in cochlear implantation [27], [28].

Encouragingly, the measurements show that retracting the
electrode guide does not impose greater loads than the array
insertion. Maximal forces and pressure transients upon retrac-
tion of the electrode guide were comparable to their corre-
sponding values during insertion, and thus significantly lower
than values observed in conventional insertion. In addition,
the tool promises a fairly uncomplicated integration into the
conventional workflow.

A. Challenges

Two main challenges were identified in this study. First,
the extracochlear portion of the redirecting sleeve restrained
the view on the EA near the round window. This limited
the surgeon’s capability to judge whether an EA was fully
inserted. This was further aggravated by the low resolution of
the digital endoscope. Indeed, we observed that the insertion
was often stopped when the stopper reached the extracochlear
portion of the redirecting sleeve, about 2 mm short of a
full insertion. This translated into lower insertion depths with
the insertion tool (average linear depth 24.8mm and angular
depth 541°, compared to 26.9mm and 629° for conventional
insertions). It should be noted that this was not a result of
a mechanical limitation of the insertion tool, but rather a
methodological issue. In general, we suspect that this problem
was aggravated by the use of the black colored dummy EAs.
With no visible texture, they make it difficult to assess any
movement. Several approaches exist to mitigate this problem.
The original implants feature a colored marker near to the
marker ring that indicates a fully inserted position, which was
not present in the dummy EAs. The extracochlear portion
of the sleeve could be trimmed such that its edge coincides
with the marker at full insertion. Alternatively, the step-up in
sleeve diameter could be omitted altogether. In this case, the
distal, thicker part of the electrode lead would open the sleeve,
leaving the lead visible. Additionally, the sleeve could be made
from a transparent material.

Secondly, further testing is required to evaluate the place-
ment of the tool. We anticipated that some training is required
for consistently achieving correct placement. Therefore, the
procedure was not included in the study protocol to avoid
incorrect placement affecting the subsequent EA insertion.
During the preparatory placement of the tool, the main focus
was thus on correct positioning. While the average forces
were overall low (median 4mN (interquartile range −1mN
to 5mN)), short force peaks could reach rather high values
in some instances (median maximal values 24mN (13mN
to 36mN)). We hypothesize that careful placement allows to
limit the maximal forces to an acceptable limit, as already
observed in several instances (in six cases, the maximal forces
were below 10mN).

Further improvement may be achieved by mechanical
changes and process optimization. The final film thickness
of the intracochlear portion of the redirecting sleeve was

limited by our manual production process. It is likely that
a lower film thickness would be beneficial for reducing the
forces upon tool placement without adverse impact on other
functioning. Additionally, the shape of the sleeve’s tip may be
optimized and the length of placement support reduced. The
sleeve also might be inserted in a collapsed state, making it
more compliant.

B. Limitations
The study was carried out in an analog temporal bone

model. For the first evaluation of a prototype, this is an
adequate choice providing repeatability, intracochlear force
measurement and the possibility to optically evaluate the
EA position. Further work needs to assess the influence of
anatomical variations and the tool’s impact on anatomical
structures, which might better be studied in cadaver specimen.

Our setup provides force measurement along a single axis.
While this is a common measurement configuration that facil-
itates comparisons with other studies, three-dimensional mea-
surement could provide additional insight into the insertion
mechanics [21], [22], [29].

In contrast to the conventional procedure, tool-guided inser-
tions were carried out under endoscopic vision. Surgeon feed-
back indicated low satisfaction with this mode of visualization
because only the distal portion of the electrode guide was
displayed within the facial recess, providing no view of the
guide rail, forceps, or electrode lead within the mastoidectomy.
This may have a negative impact on surgeon dexterity. Future
experiments should investigate tool-guided insertions under
normal microscopic vision which cochlear implant surgeons
are already accustomed to.

Experienced surgeons have been shown to accurately de-
termine the optimal insertion axis to within a few degrees
[30]. Tool placement based purely on the surgeon’s anatom-
ical expertise may therefore be possible, but this hypothesis
remains to be tested. Further guidance could be derived from
preoperative computed tomography images, possibly with a
visualization through automatic segmentation of anatomical
structures [31], augmented reality overlays [32] or customized
mastoid templates [10] to indicate optimal tool placement.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a concept for an insertion tool for cochlear
implantation that guides the EA through the hook region
and achieves a significant reduction of intracochlear force
and pressure transients. Owing to its design, it is potentially
protective towards the delicate inner ear anatomy and is easily
removed after the insertion.

We found that the tool significantly reduces maximal in-
sertion forces and the total energy deposited to the inner
ear when compared to conventional insertions in an analog
temporal bone model. Furthermore, the stabilization and redi-
rection away from the modiolus helps to drastically decrease
transverse movement of the EA and intracochlear pressure
peaks.

Potential applications of the proposed design include con-
ventional cochlear implantation, as well as use with image-
guided approaches and motorized tools.
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